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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
The end of equal rights?  I'm going to explain why the gay agenda 4 
destroys equality in America! Should we strive to become an 5 
indiscriminating culture? 6 
Revisiting Defund the Police: The liar-Lefties have tried to put that 7 
ridiculous movement behind them since it has come out that the 8 
policy has created a massive spike in theft and other violent crimes. 9 
They are creating an environment that is unsafe for Americans.  10 
And what's with the Devil in the WH—not Biden, well, I mean, 11 
that's not the devil I'm talking about here. I mean the Devil—he 12 
was totally on display during Biden's latest speech — I don't think 13 
it's a good idea to allow the deep state to bury that howl from hell 14 
that we heard come belching out of Biden's mouth on September 1, 15 
2022. 16 
And finally, I want to encourage you to support REFORM 17 
CALIFORNIA. They are making an effort to restore election 18 
integrity in our state.  19 
Let's get as far as we can with this and take up the rest tonight 20 
during the livestream. 21 
It's time for your Brain Massage® —  22 
[TRUTH] 23 
The end of equal rights? Trans-women are uniting to protest 24 
against men who refuse to date them! They demand to be dated? 25 
Will the next step in the pursuit of equality be laws that define 26 
refusal to date a tranny an act of discrimination?  27 
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Should we strive to become an indiscriminating culture? 28 
Biden has made over 200 administration appointments from the 29 
LGBTQ community1—he claims he wants his administration to 30 
"look like America." Take a look at this picture and tell me if this 31 
look s like America: 32 

  33 
1. Rachel Levine—the Queer man who would rather be a woman 34 
— Secretary of HHS; does he wonder why real men won't date 35 
him? Might have something to do with the fact that it's unnatural, 36 
contrary to nature and nature's GOD, like Paul said, "leavinug the 37 
natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; 38 
men with men working that which is unseemly…"  39 
2. Karine Jean-Pierre, WH Press Secretary; a lesbian woman, 40 
among those Paul described in Romans 1:26 "For even their 41 
women did change the natural use into that which is AGAINST 42 
NATURE." 43 
3. Demetre Daskalakis, Monkeypox Czar, gay, and apparently a 44 
worshipper of Satan with a pentagram tattooed across his chest and 45 

                                     
1 https://victoryinstitute.org/programs/presidential-appointments-initiative/lgbtq-appointments-in-the-biden-harris-administration/ 
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and other pagan symbolism tattooed all over him, and I suppose 46 
that means something, right?2 47 
4. Benito Skinner, a social media influencer recruiting by the Biden 48 
administration to influence kids into taking the death-JABS. (Here 49 
he is playing: Cooper the Gen-Z WH Intern; and another video he 50 
was hired to create features Benito in red face, and devil's horns, to 51 
celebrate PRIDE, and well, you get the idea);3 and 52 
5. Sam Brinton, Depty Asst. Sec. of Energy, in charge of Nuclear 53 
Waste—Drag Queen who boasts his involvement in what is called 54 
"pup play" — a fetish involving treating other men like dogs. 55 
Every bit of this is degrading to human dignity, a sort of devolution 56 
— it is curious how the rise of "evolution" as a theory of origins has 57 
precipitated a devolution of culture from man to beast.  58 
So this is what America looks like to Biden and company. 59 
Homosexuals comprise about 3% of the general population. 60 
Remember when they were pushing the 10% myth? They have 61 
finally given up—truth just has a way of outlasting lies and wearing 62 
them out. It's roughly 3%. When you start subdividing that 63 
community into its various groups, like the number of trannies, the 64 
number of pups, those that identify as various animals, and so on, 65 
the numbers become so small that in your daily life you are more 66 
likely to encounter a Martian—well, of course, that's an 67 
exaggeration. They tend to congregate, to suggest their numbers 68 
are greater, and then the MSM, Disney, and many perverse 69 
corporations create the illusion that they are "normal," a regular 70 
feature of society. The fact is they are not! 71 
The hard, immovable fact is — men with men, and women with 72 
women, do not create offspring. No matter how many times they 73 
say it, men don't become pregnant.  74 

                                     
2 https://thebluestateconservative.com/2022/09/08/yikes-joe-biden-appears-to-have-appointed-a-satanist-to-white-house-task-force/ 
3 https://townhall.com/tipsheet/spencerbrown/2021/08/09/meet-the-white-houses-new-vaccinepushing-influencer-n2593846 
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I understand that 22% of Democrats believe "men are capable of 75 
getting pregnant."4 When they narrowed it to women, 36% of 76 
college-educated white liberal women believe men can get 77 
pregnant.5 The insanity continues, but there is a mechanism by 78 
which God controls such nonsense. 79 
The fact is, homosexuals don't reproduce and most people will 80 
default to NATURE. God has a program by which he puts a check 81 
on these sort of bizarre cultural aberrations.  82 
For example, God designed nature to reject homosexual behavior 83 
— they receive in their body the due recompense of their reward. 84 
One thing, as pointed out, they cannot reproduce. Secondly, and 85 
this is a travesty in the medical profession—hiding the truth about 86 
all the diseases that attend this aberrant, deviant behavior. The 87 
practices in those communities are so shocking, and horrifying, 88 
none dare speak of it in polite company. Trying to "normalize" this 89 
abnormal behavior is not only distorting the Divine ORDER, it's 90 
damaging to the health of those caught up in it. Nature abhors this 91 
practice. That community has a mortality rate nearly double that of 92 
the norm. So, no matter how hard "they" try to deny it, or use 93 
media to market it — it's never going to be generally accepted. 94 
Now, there are examples of entire communities embracing this 95 
deviation from God's order. Sodom is one example! When this 96 
deviancy from the norm is accepted on a wide scale in any 97 
community, it always leads to a breakdown of law and order. In the 98 
case of Sodom, and neighboring Gomorrah, they became so 99 
overrun with this that the Sodomites believed they had a "right" to 100 
force men into their behavior. They expressed violent intentions 101 
against any who tried to stop them from forcing their behavior on 102 
to others. When it gets that bad, and it always does if unchecked, 103 

                                     
4 https://www.tampafp.com/poll-shows-one-in-five-democrats-believe-men-can-get-pregnant/ 
5 https://dailycitizen.focusonthefamily.com/thirty-six-percent-of-college-educated-white-liberal-women-believe-men-can-get-
pregnant/ 
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God will bring a great judgment upon such a community—He has 104 
a quality control program: first, nature itself retaliates against this 105 
behavior cutting their lives way short. But also, if it gets out of 106 
hand, God will intervene in a dramatic way. Here is another way 107 
this behavior is checked in God's creation. 108 
Once, this deviant behavior became prevalent in a certain tribe of 109 
Israel, the behavior became so prevalent, like Sodom, some men 110 
demanded the male visitors of a citizen to be turned over to their 111 
lusts. Rather than stand at the door with their AR in arm and Smith 112 
and Wesson on hip and tell the wicked perverts to back off — an 113 
erstwhile priest talked them into taking his concubine instead — 114 
nice guy. They used her all night and left her for dead. The priest 115 
cut her into 12 pieces and sent one piece each to the heads of the 116 
twelve tribes, demanding justice. When the people demanded 117 
justice, that offending tribe refused to extradite the criminals—and 118 
refused to condemn their behavior. This led to a bloody civil war 119 
that took tens of thousands of lives before it was settled, where 120 
GOD finally gave victory and allowed justice and judgment and 121 
sanity to return to Israel. You see there had been a long decay and 122 
degradation of morals and manners in all the "states," so that to 123 
correct the matter, required severe judgment upon every state (or 124 
tribe).  125 
The normal-majority (remember Falwell's Moral Majority?) — 126 
there will always be a normal majority—but this majority will 127 
usually tolerate a certain amount of deviancy, but if the deviant 128 
begin to push themselves on their neighbors, if they begin to 129 
DEMAND we deliver our children to them and their influence, if 130 
they start "pushing too hard" in their demand of "equal" status with 131 
what is NORMAL, to be accepted as normal, and if this progresses 132 
until the general degradation of morals reaches a tipping point, the 133 
normal majority will rise up and put a stop to it — or GOD will 134 
intervene with a massive judgment. 135 
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This country is insane to think we can embrace this health 136 
destroying, family destroying, and equal rights destroying behavior 137 
without serious consequences. 138 
The push to embrace sexual deviancy as "normal" or to demand 139 
that behavior be given equal status in our society with the normal 140 
design set in nature by our Creator, will necessarily result in 141 
breaking down genuine equality. Let me conclude the first segment 142 
with this insight. 143 
Demanding equality of abnormality with normality necessarily 144 
destroys equality. Not everyone can jump like Michael Jordan, not 145 
everyone can dunk like Shaq. If we say a man can call himself a 146 
woman and then compete in female swimming sports where he 147 
ranked 450th in men's swimming, and now he is number one in 148 
female swimming sports, when are the short people going to start 149 
demanding a handicap be set against these great players so they can 150 
have EQUALITY on the courts? When are we going to start 151 
recruiting the most ugly women we can find to compete in beauty 152 
pageants to satisfy their notion of equality with those considered 153 
beautiful? When are we going to start saying the Special Olympics 154 
does not go far enough, and demand that we handicap the — forget 155 
it. Why don't we just eliminate sports competition altogether? Why 156 
does Karl Schwab get to jet around in a private jet and I have to 157 
travel coach? Why — do you begin to understand how this whole 158 
business is distorting the concept of equality? 159 
We have never believed every one is supposed to be equal in 160 
physical ability, or beauty, in intellect, in personality, in stature, in 161 
strength, and so on. That's not what equality is about. It's about 162 
equal before the law — no one is treated differently before the law 163 
because they are not strong, or whatever. And that's it! We stand as 164 
equals before the CROSS and as equals before LAW. But we do not 165 
stand as equals in height, in abilities, or in the outcomes of our 166 
investment of labor and so on.  167 
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But the concept of equality breaks down when we insist nonsense 168 
like in order to have equality between men and women, men must 169 
be able to bear children. Taking equality that far takes it to the 170 
breaking point and when it finally collapses, there will be no 171 
equality at all. 172 
Okay, hold on through the break; I'll be right back. 173 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 174 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 175 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 176 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 177 
liberty. 178 
Our belief in equality has never been understood as equality in 179 
outcomes, or equality in physical prowess, or stature. I'll never be 180 
picked to play lineman for the Dallas Cowboys, the Browns, 181 
maybe, but … hahah. 182 
If we continue pursuing this sort of nonsensical notion of equality, 183 
where we purposely pick people for positions of influence and 184 
power by our notion that gay people are underrepresented, or 185 
black are, or Hispanics are, or when it becomes clear that whites 186 
are — and not strictly on the basis of ability, skills, intellect, and 187 
CHARACTER — we will end up with a government run by a 188 
bunch of idiots. Huh! Like the clown show running the 189 
government right now! 190 
Note — the general break down in law and order, and in quality of 191 
leadership, that we see in America today is connected to our 192 
culture's repudiation of traditional American values shaped by the 193 
morals that are taught in the Bible. The raging heathen cry, "let us 194 
break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us."  195 
Okay, let's revisit another brilliant idea that arose from the Looney 196 
left: Defund the Police. The liar-Left have lately tried to separate 197 
themselves from that ridiculous movement since it has come out 198 
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that the policy has created a massive spike in theft and other 199 
violent crimes. They are creating an environment that is unsafe for 200 
Americans.  201 
But the Dems own this? Here is a seven-minute video of one 202 
Looney Lefty after another clamoring for defunding the police.6 203 
Including Harris, AOC, Pelosi, Garcetti, Ilhan Omar, Cori Bush, 204 
Jamal Bowman (who also wants to Defund the Pentagon), 205 
DeBlasio, Marcia Fudge, Ayanna Pressley, Susan Rice, Mondaire 206 
Jones, Michigan's witch Gretchen, Lisa Bender, London Breed, 207 
Julian Castro, Ted Wheeler, Rashid Talib, Cuomo, O'Rourke, 208 
Bennie Thompson, India Walton, Corey Johnson—which gets you 209 
started!  210 
How about we defund the FBI and the CIA. The FBI is good for 211 
nothing but arresting political opponents of the ruling party; 212 
serving as a brute squad for Democrat politicians. The organization 213 
was spoiled from its inception, and has become so rotten it's really 214 
more the problem than the cure.  215 
Perhaps we should look into increased funding for the US 216 
Marshals Service, the original FBI, with powers under supervision 217 
of the Federal Courts; and create a correspondence between the 218 
Marshal's offices and State policing. As for the CIA, it should be 219 
dismantled completely. Intelligence missions must be conducted 220 
within our military mission, within military protocols, and with 221 
civilian oversight. 222 
Anyway, the whole Defund the Police mantra rose out of the 223 
BLM/ANTIFA movements. It's about taking money away from 224 
policing and investing it in social programs aimed at the poor black 225 
and brown communities. (What ever happened to "poor white 226 
trash"? Are there no poor white communities? Don't they also 227 
deserve some notice and representation? Asking for a friend!) 228 
                                     
6 https://twitter.com/RNCResearch/status/1446198947559743488 And commentary with video: https://rumble.com/vkz4gb-biden-
white-house-releases-video-with-man-in-skirt-and-nails-to-get-kids-va.html 
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Well, it's just another failed liberal policy — and the pile is getting 229 
higher and higher, because they never turn back from their 230 
nonsense, they just pile on with more nonsense.  231 
What are we going to do about all of this? We need our elections 232 
back! We the Normals who pay for all this have got to restore our 233 
voice. It's time these jackals heard from WE THE PEOPLE. But we 234 
must have our elections back. 235 
So, I'll skip over my intriguing expose of the DEVIL IN THE 236 
WHITE HOUSE and use it for tonight's live stream. 237 
I am greatly encouraged by what is developing in CA REFORM 238 
CALIFORNIA is focused on the right target — election integrity. 239 
Here are several articles I encourage you to look at and think about 240 
what part you can have in helping to deliver CA from the 241 
oppression of these SELECTED "rulers" — to deliver the righteous 242 
out from under the rod of the wicked. 243 
You do know the assembly lately passed a law essentially stripping 244 
you of your parental rights and turning your children over to the 245 
power of the state schools? They did this in a sneak attack to get 246 
around what they knew would be a huge backlash from the 247 
people—in other words THEY KNOW THEY DON'T HAVE 248 
SUPPORT FOR THIS NONSENSE AND THEY ARE PUSHING 249 
IT ON US ANYWAY.  250 
It's time to remove those wicked lying scoundrels from office. 251 
But we can't do it without an honest election. 252 
DeMaio is a CA conservative leader — he lays out a plan to allow 253 
grass roots conservatives in CA to do something to help insure 254 
election integrity.7 255 
We need to audit CA voter rolls and DEMAND they be updated. 256 
And there is a lot more. 257 
                                     
7 https://kogo.iheart.com/featured/the-demaio-report/content/2022-07-21-a-novel-plan-to-inject-integrity-into-ca-election-offices/ 
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One problem with DeMaio is he does not address the Dominion 258 
machine problem. However, he is zeroed in on ineligible voters 259 
and voter rolls — and if that is taken care of, it will hinder the 260 
thieves from using their flip voting algorithms —. They have to 261 
cover their machine fraud with fake harvested ballots, and the fake 262 
harvested ballots have got to have a correspondence to the voter 263 
rolls. 264 
So we need to just get ready to CALL for an AUDIT after EVERY 265 
ELECTION, I don't care if it's for dog-catcher. 266 
We need to PUSH hard for Voter ID, and get rid of the harvesting 267 
nonsense.  268 
This Sunday, I'll be taking us another step toward clarifying phase 269 
two in our charge against the forces of darkness, beginning to 270 
explain the relationship between the glorious LIGHT of the 271 
GOSPEL to dispel the deepest darkness of evil Satan can conjure.  272 
Patrick Henry was an amazing patriot and had remarkable 273 
discernment. He understood the difference between the GOSPEL 274 
and the religions that preach it. He once remarked to the Congress 275 
in assembly that this nation was not built on religion, but on the 276 
GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST. I'll explain what he meant by that and 277 
what it means to us today. America as founded is ONE NATION 278 
UNDER GOD — what you see posturing under the American flag 279 
today is a masquerade — the players all wear masks of compassion, 280 
and tolerance, and freedom, and equality — but behind the mask is 281 
the same face; one face — it's the visage of tyranny! Come to the 282 
Lighthouse this Sunday. Learn what we will be doing about all of 283 
this craziness as we launch phase two of our assault on the 284 
kingdom of darkness.  285 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 286 
know if you see them.  287 
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Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 288 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 289 
email. 290 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 291 
805.314.2114. 292 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 293 
 294 
LIVESTREAM MATERIAL: 295 
And what's with the Devil in the WH—not Biden, well, I mean, 296 
that's not the devil I'm talking about here. I mean the Devil—he 297 
was totally on display during Biden's latest speech — I don't think 298 
it's a good idea to allow the deep state to bury that howl from hell 299 
that we heard come belching out of Biden's mouth on September 1, 300 
2022. 301 
[Don't let them brush that off as some sort of anomaly. Keep that 302 
video circulating — let people see who this man is. By the way, 303 
Biden told us he does not care if we think he is Satan 304 
"reincarnated."8 Hmmm. That raises an interesting question: what 305 
was the first "incarnation" of Satan? 306 
[Scott Adams, creator of Dilbert thinks Biden is in league with the 307 
evil one — says his Build Back Better slogan masks the number 666 308 
in the triple B? It gets weirder—he asks us to manipulate Joe by 309 
flipping the J and doing some convoluted thing with the o to get 6, 310 
then flips the e upside down to get 66, then tells us the third 6 is 311 
hidden in the letter B, and the rest of the name, iden means 312 
identity, and viola, you've got Joe Biden as 666-Identity.9 Hmmm! 313 
Did you know if you divide 2020 by 666 you get the BIDEN 314 

                                     
8 https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/craig-bannister/president-biden-i-dont-care-if-you-think-im-satan-reincarnated 
9 https://www.cbr.com/dilbert-scott-adams-joe-biden-hidden-satanic-message/ You might have to use freedomsearch.com to access 
the article. https://www.cbr.com/dilbert-scott-adams-joe-biden-hidden-satanic-message/ 
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HARRIS campaign text number: 30330. Well, let's see. How about 315 
that? 2020/666=3.03303303… Getting chills yet?] 316 


